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Examples

BOOKS

Book with one author

Book with two or three authors or editors

Book with more than three authors or editors

EBOOKS


ESSAYS, ENTRIES OR CHAPTERS IN A BOOK OR ENCYCLOPEDIA

Essay from an essay collection

Essay from an essay collection

Entry from an encyclopedia
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JOURNAL ARTICLES (ONLINE)

Journal article from a library database

Journal article from a library database

Journal article from a web-based journal
Corsie, Sarah. "'You know, you ain't quite right': Humanity and the Monstrous 'Other' in Joss Whedon's Firefly." Watcher Junior 8.2 (Fall 2015). Web. 5 May 2016.

NEWSPAPER & MAGAZINE ARTICLES (ONLINE)

Magazine article from a library database

Newspaper article from a library database

MAGAZINE & JOURNAL ARTICLES (PRINT)

Magazine article from a print version

Journal article from a print version

NEED MORE MLA INFORMATION?
- EasyBib citation tool and other LCC citation resources online https://library.lanecc.edu/find/citing
- Or ask a librarian for help!
WEBSITE ARTICLES


MOVIES, TV, & ONLINE AUDIO/VIDEO
Movie/TV Series on Broadcast/Cable TV


TV Episode on DVD

TV Episode on Broadcast, Cable TV, or Streaming Service

Movie or TV Series on DVD


Online Video, Video Podcast, and Web Television


Podcast
OTHER FORMATS

Artwork or Image

Blog Post

CD

Comic Book

Dissertation

Online Review

Social Media Post

Wiki

NEED MORE MLA INFORMATION?
• EasyBib citation tool and other LCC citation resources online https://library.lanecc.edu/find/citing
• Or ask a librarian for help!